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Introduction 
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the 
examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates. The reports will include a general 
commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects examined in the questions and 
highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. The reports will also explain 
aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor 
examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason. 

Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to 
highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. A full copy of the question paper can be 
downloaded from OCR. 
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Paper Y136/01 series overview 
Y136 is one of thirteen units for the revised AS Level examination for GCE History. This unit tests an 
extended period of History of about fifty years through an enquiry or source-based option and an essay. 
The paper is divided into two sections. In Section A candidates have to answer two compulsory source 
questions based on three written primary sources. The first question requires candidates to assess the 
utility of one of the three sources as evidence for a specific issue. The second question requires them to 
use all three sources to assess the validity of a view. In Section B candidates are required to answer one 
essay question from a choice of two.  

To do well on Section A, candidates need to be able to consider both provenance of the sources and 
apply contextual knowledge to them in order to reach a judgement about the sources in relation to the 
issue in the question.  

To do well on Section B candidates need to address the issue in the question, using detailed supporting 
knowledge. In order to reach the higher levels candidates will need to assess the issues they discuss 
and reach a supported judgement at least in the conclusion. 

Overview of candidate performance 

Candidates who did well on this paper generally did the following: 

• considered the provenance of the source(s) and used relevant contextual knowledge 
• linked the contextual knowledge clearly to the source being discussed to show whether the 

view of the source was valid or not 
• reached an overall judgement as to the extent to which the sources supported the view in the 

question 
• in answering the essay question, discussed at least two issues in depth 
• gave supporting detail that was both accurate and relevant to the question set, not just the 

topic 
• reached a supported judgement about the issue in the question 
• made a series of interim judgements about the issues discussed in relation to the question.  

 

Candidates who did less well on this paper generally did the following: 

• did not consider both the provenance and use contextual knowledge to evaluate the sources 
• wrote an unbalanced answer in their treatment of the sources, with very little consideration of 

one of the sources 
• reached a judgement based on their knowledge rather than the sources 
• showed a poor understanding of the major issues relevant to the essay 
• were unable to support their answer with relevant material 
• showed a limited focus on the precise wording of the question 
• made unsupported comments about issues which were assertions. 
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Section A overview 
Section A is the source element of this paper and the AS examination, testing AO2. It is therefore 
important that responses are driven by the sources as this is the only part of the examination where this 
is tested. There are two questions in this section and candidates are required to answer both questions. 
Question 1 requires candidates to test the utility of a source as evidence for a specific issue. Centres 
should be aware that this question does not always test Source A, as was seen in this examination. The 
second question requires candidates to use all three sources to assess how far they support a view. 
Candidates are advised to spend slightly longer on Section A as it carries more marks than Section B. 
Centres should be aware that in answering Question 2 there is no requirement for candidates to group 
the sources and that any level or mark can be achieved without this.  

Question 1 

The question required candidates to consider how useful Source B was as evidence for the causes of 
Wyatt’s rebellion. The overall quality of answers was lower than expected as a considerable number did 
not use both own knowledge and provenance to test the utility of the source. 

Answers that scored well were able to identify three causes mentioned in the source; the foreign 
marriage, religion and to favour Elizabeth. These answers often went on to note that the source argues 
that the real causes were religion and to favour Elizabeth rather than foreign marriage. Many candidates 
were able to use their knowledge to either support or challenge this view. They often cited the fact that 
the rebellion started in a strongly protestant area, either noting Kent or more specifically Maidstone or 
made reference to the religious beliefs of the leaders. Some responses argued that the rebels were in 
contact with the former protestant Bishop of Winchester as further evidence of the protestant nature of 
the rising. In challenging the view that foreign marriage was not important many noted the timing of the 
rising and the debate that had taken place among Mary’s councillors and the need for Mary to issue the 
marriage treaty limiting Philip’s powers. Most candidates were usually able to comment on some or all of 
these issues. However, lower ability candidates drifted away from Wyatt’s rebellion and commented on 
other unrest during Edward VI’s reign which had, at best, limited relevance. 

It was often provenance that was done poorly or ignored. Those of a higher ability were able to explain 
why Simon Renard might adopt this view of the causes. They argued that he would not want to admit 
that the marriage was an issue, particularly when writing to Charles V, Philip’s father. Lower ability 
candidates made more ‘stock’ comments about his job to tell the truth or questioned as an ambassador 
whether he would know the truth.  

Question 2 

The question required candidates to use all three sources to assess whether the marriage was a threat 
to stability. Although there is no expectation that candidates would write the same amount for each 
source, it is important that there is balance and no source is treated superficially if candidates want to 
reach the higher levels. Similarly, whilst it is not expected that there would be equal consideration given 
to provenance and the use of contextual knowledge both must be used for all three sources to reach the 
higher levels. 
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Most responses were able to explain the view of each source in relation to the question. The higher level 
answers did note that Source A was written before Wyatt’s rebellion, but were still able to use this to 
address the issue, suggesting that foreign support for potential unrest was present. In assessing Source 
B, higher level answers suggested that the source did not show that the marriage was a threat to 
stability. These responses argued that the unrest was due to religion; although they then went on to 
argue that such a view may not be reliable. Such responses noted the provenance of the source and 
also brought in contextual knowledge to support this line of argument. Most argued that source C 
showed the marriage was not a threat as Mary was able to easily defeat it. However, the highest level 
answers developed this and also argued that it must have been a threat for Mary to have to take such 
action and again used contextual knowledge, such as Norfolk’s troops deserting, to support their view.  

There was no evidence of candidates lacking contextual knowledge to support their arguments. 
However, lower level responses often confused unrest in Mary’s reign with that of Edwards and brought 
in either the Western or Kett’s rebellion.  

The greatest determinant in the level achieved by candidates was often the handling of provenance. The 
lower level answers either ignored it for all or many sources or relied on stock comments. This is an area 
where candidates could develop their skills and gain considerably. Exemplar 1 below provides a good 
example of where a candidate has used both contextual knowledge and provenance to evaluate the set 
of sources.  

Exemplar 1 
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Section B overview 
In Section B candidates are required to answer one question from a choice of two. Given that most 
candidates are likely to spend longer on Section A than B it is not expected that they will be able to cover 
all the issues raised by the question. Candidates can score well by considering two or three issues in 
depth and reaching a supported judgement. However, it is important to ensure that the issues selected 
allow a justifiable judgement to be reached. The majority of candidates chose to answer Question 3, but 
both questions produced a wide range of responses.  

Question 3  

This was the most popular question and there were some good answers. The higher level candidates 
were able to remain focused on Henry’s aims. The lower level responses tended to describe what Henry 
did in relation to another country and then suggest that this shows that X was his aim. This was often 
asserted or poorly developed and kept responses at Level 3. Where there is a named factor, as in this 
question, candidates do need to write a paragraph about it even if they argue it was not the most 
important reason. 

The higher level answers considered a range of possible aims. These were often dynastic security, the 
avoidance of war and trade. Many began by explaining the weak position Henry was in and used this as 
the basis to argue that it was the most important aim for his reign, or certainly until the last few years. 
These responses used the marriage agreements and desire for recognition from Spain as evidence. The 
treatment of the pretenders presented a more tricky situation and the lower level answers tended to 
describe the events of Warbeck and Simnel, with the result the focus on foreign policy was often lost.  

The avoidance of war was often handled well. Many candidates were able to discuss the invasion of 
France and weigh up whether this showed he was willing to go to war or whether the timing suggested 
otherwise. Similarly, trade was also often analysed well. Many used this as their evidence to show that 
dynastic security was the key as he was willing to suspend trade with Burgundy because of the dynastic 
threat. 

The higher level answers were usually able to cover the whole of Henry’s reign and therefore offer a 
more balanced view, as shown in the example below where the conclusion shows a balanced weighing 
up of the issues discussed. At the lower level answers tended to have a heavy focus on his early years 
and often drifted from foreign to domestic policy.  

Exemplar 2 
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Question 4  

This question produced a wide range of answers, with some at the lower level focusing almost 
exclusively on foreign policy and failing to address the issue of effectively.  

The higher level answers considered a wide range of issues. This often included foreign policy, but more 
usually faction and religion. Most of the strong answers were able to explain the debate around which 
the question is based. The higher level answers ranged across the whole of the 1540s, from the fall of 
Cromwell to Henry’s final months. Many of these argued that it was only at the end that Henry was not 
effective and used his control of faction to support this. Although some did also suggest that his 
treatment of Catherine Parr might suggest that he was a tyrant and linked that to the issue of effective.  

The religious issue was handled less confidently. However, at the highest level, responses did comment 
on Henry dominating the direction of the religious developments, particularly over transubstantiation, but 
again losing control towards the end when the reformist faction dominated. This provided a useful point 
of discussion for some as they considered whether the appointments showed the direction he wanted. 

Foreign policy dominated the responses at the lower levels, often answering a different question about 
the success of his foreign policy. This question showed the importance of reading a question carefully 
and focusing on key words, such as ‘effective’. In writing about foreign policy there were points that could 
be made about pride for the country and balance that against cost. However, it was easy to drift to a 
different question and that was not unusual.  
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